PICTURES: Colourful Hi Fly A380 makes Farnborough bow
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The newly painted Airbus A380 of Portuguese wet-lease operator Hi Fly arrived at the Farnborough air show today, adorned in a scheme promoting environmental preservation efforts.
Hi Fly chief executive Paulo Mirpuri is the founder of the non-profit Mirpuri Foundation, which is dedicated to addressing key global issues such as conservation and social responsibility.
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The Rolls-Royce Trent 900-powered A380 (MSN6) is registered as 9H-MIP, having formerly operated as 9V-SKC for Singapore Airlines. Hi Fly says the 471-seater will be operated “worldwide”.
In a statement, Doric says its asset management team has placed the A380 with Hi Fly for “a term of nearly 6 years”.
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